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D orm life can be an absolute nightmare if 
you don’t get along with your roommate. 
Luckily for best friends Imani and Nina 

they’ve been paired again for their 
Sophomore year at USC. Jet lagged from 
their morning flight in from Florida the girls 
don’t bother to unpack. They’ve come back 
with more than they left with. Santa was 
kind over the holiday break.  
 A quiet they’re not accustomed to has 
taken over the dormitory. They’ve returned 
with two days to spare before classes 
resume. The girls fully intend to enjoy the 
traffic-free hallway just outside their room 
door. Soon enough a blend of music, trash 
talk, and laughter will be filtering through.  
 Imani plops down on her bed on the 
right side of the room. She smiles to herself 
realizing that she’s missed this twin bed. Her 
queen at home was without a doubt more 
comfortable, but somehow it felt like 
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childhood. This bed feels like adulthood or 
at least something like being on her way 
towards it.   
 She looks across at Nina who has 
assumed the same starfish position on her 
bed. Neither of them slept much the night 
before. The time zone difference earned 
them back three hours, but they have zero 
plans to do anything other than sleep.  
 As Imani’s eyes drift closed the sound 
of Nina’s cell phone ringing reopens them. 
She knows that ringtone. It’s specific to a 
student Nina refuses to call her boyfriend 
even though that’s exactly what he is.  
 “Why is he so obsessed with me?” Nina 
asks with mock annoyance. She rises, a 
cake-eating grin on her face. It’s taking every 
ounce of restraint she has not to run to her 
purse to retrieve her phone.  

This pretense is fun but completely 
unnecessary. Imani knows Nina as well as 
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she knows herself, and Nina’s okay to be 
fooling no one. She ducks into the bathroom 
for a bit of privacy to chat with the boy 
friend that’s not her boyfriend. 

Imani grabs her headphones. The 
bathroom isn’t soundproof and Nina will 
give her all the details later anyway. Sounds 
of the sea filter through the speakers lulling 
her to sleep. Three hours pass before the 
urge to use the restroom wakes her up.  

She lets out a loud yawn before 
remembering she’s back to sharing a 
bedroom... only she isn’t. Nina’s bed is 
empty. She can’t still be on the phone? Imani 
wonders, headed towards the bathroom.  

It’s quiet inside. She taps lightly on 
the door. There’s no answer. Maybe she went 
out, is Imani’s next thought as she tries the 
handle. It’s locked.  

She knocks again, harder this time. 
There’s still no answer. If by chance, Nina 
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fell asleep on the toilet that knock should 
have woken her up. Fear starts to creep in 
and Imani bangs continuously on the door. 

“Nina!,” she yells, now worried her 
friend is lying unconscious on the floor. 
People their age having strokes or heart 
attacks aren’t unheard of anymore. If Nina 
passed out or had a seizure and Imani didn’t 
hear it, she doesn’t know how she’ll face 
Nina’s family.  

Imani suddenly remembers the tool 
kit under her bed. Her father insisted that 
she always have one. She rolled her eyes at 
the time when he suggested she might need 
it one day. Per usual, he was proven right.  

Imani hurriedly unscrews the handle. 
A task made easier without shaking hands, 
but she gets it done. She pushes the door 
open.  

There’s no sign of Nina.  
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Her cell phone, however, is on the 
floor with a fresh crack in the screen. She 
must’ve dropped it. 

Imani catches a whiff of something 
odd...  sulfur?  

“Ow!” Imani’s clutches her chest. She 
lifts a silver chain around her neck and pulls 
out a piece of black tourmaline that was 
hidden beneath her shirt. Nina’s 
grandmother, a Brujeria, gifted her the 
amulet to ward off evil. The rock glows 
white-hot, a surefire warning.  

Urgent knocking on the room door 
startles her. Her first thought is Nina, but she 
has a key.  

Imani opens the door and for a brief 
moment, she stops breathing. Standing in 
her doorway is Mr. Wu. She hasn’t seen or 
heard from her old boss since The 
Apothecary burned down nearly two years 
ago. It took a while for Imani and Nina to 
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stop looking over their shoulders, but they 
had. Too soon it seems.  

Wu’s dressed like a typical college 
professor but that wouldn’t have gained him 
entry into the dorm. Imani knows he must 
have used some nefarious means. She sees 
his eyes fall to the glowing rock around her 
neck.  

“I’ll scream,” Imani threatens. 
“I’d put all my energy towards saving 

Nina if I were you,” Wu states matter of 
factly. “I’m here to help.” 

Imani motions to her amulet, 
“There’s evidence to the contrary.” 

“It’s not me, exactly, that thing is 
responding to.” Wu glances down at his 
shadow. Imani follows his gaze to the floor. If 
he’s trying to tell her something, she’s not 
getting it. Wu takes a step forward, “We 
don’t have much time. If you want to save 
her, let me in.” 
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Imani believes him. It might be stupid 
of her, but Mr. Wu’s appearance and her 
amulet leave no room for doubt that 
something supernatural is afoot. There’s no 
use pretending like she’s not out of her 
depth. 
 Wu dives right in. He knows he needs 
to gain her trust, and fast. The truth spills 
out in a steady run. “I did my best to keep 
both of you out of this, but Chogan is the 
price for Nina and you can get to him.” 

 “I can’t,” Imani lies. Her eyes quickly 
dart to the ceramic frog prince on her desk 
and then back to Mr. Wu. “I don’t know 
where he is.” 

 “You don’t need to. You can summon 
him.” 

 “Summon him?” Nina parrots. “I don’t 
mess with witchcraft, I didn’t even use to 
believe in it.” 
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 Wu helps himself to a seat in her desk 
chair, “It doesn’t matter what you believe. 
Your connection to Chogan is in your blood. 
It’s the only way you could have broken the 
spell.” 

 “What do you mean in my blood?” 

 “Your ancestry, a great grandparent 
most likely, since you aren’t aware of it. 
They were of his tribe. Their blood in your 
veins is how you can call him.” 

 “Even if that’s true, I don’t know how.” 
Imani gets in his face, suddenly feeling 
brave, “Where’s Nina? Tell me or I swear to 
God I’ll call the cops.” 

 Wu takes a deep exhale, his chin 
lowering to his chest. This task is wearing on 
him and her obvious bluff isn’t helping. With 
his head down, his eyes drift to the shadow 
peeking out beneath his shoes.  

Though his body is still, the shadow 
shifts ever so slightly. Something ‘other’ is 
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attached to him and feeling agitated. Wu 
jerks upright.  

Imani is oblivious, “Who are you 
working for?”  
 “It’s not a who but a what,” Wu clarifies 
as he stands. He helps himself to a bottle of 
water from a mini fridge. He gulps down half 
of it before continuing. “Five years ago I 
almost lost my daughter.” 

 The confession takes Imani by surprise. 
She didn’t know much about his family but 
remembers a photograph she saw in his 
office. It was an elementary school picture. 
His daughter smiled big despite missing a 
front tooth. Though she was nothing short of 
adorable, Imani and Nina always felt he was 
insane for having children so late in life.  
 “She was dying from an incurable 
disease,” Wu explains. “There was no hope 
in Eastern or Western Medicine. All my 
years of study and practice meant nothing. 
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But I couldn’t lose her, not my baby girl. So I 
found another way. So what if it cost me my 
soul. She’s alive.”  
 Imani’s at a loss for what to say. She 
can’t condone his actions but doesn’t dare 
condemn him either. He was desperate. In 
his place, she might have done the same.  

Wu’s gaze hardens as he looks upon 
her, “Now it’s your turn to make a choice. 
You don’t even know Chogan, but Nina is 
like a sister to you. If you don’t save her, she 
won’t be let go. She’ll be forced to strike a 
bargain for her freedom if she wants to live. 
You don’t want her to end up like me, a 
slave.” Wu heads for the door, “You’ve got 
one hour. Bring Chogan to the basement.” 

He leaves before Imani can ask any 
more questions. The second the door closes 
behind him Imani grabs the ceramic frog. 
She does as Chogan instructed. Eyes closed, 
she thinks only of him and then kisses the 
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frog. Her eyes fly wide open expecting to see 
him standing before her.  

He isn’t there.  
She tries twice more, but he doesn’t 

appear. In a fit of rage, she throws the frog 
against the wall; its shattered pieces a 
testament to his broken promise.  

Tears naturally come. Whatever devil 
Wu sold his sold to has Nina and she’s 
helpless to save her. Imani’s knees buckle. 
Her body falls, but she doesn’t hit the 
ground.  

Chogan catches Imani in his arms, 
“Whoa!” He wipes the tears from her eyes 
and she sees him clearly. “I’m here,” he tells 
her, concerned by her condition.  

She’s too choked up to talk, so he 
peers around the room trying to piece 
together what he can. A Puerto Rican flag 
hangs over a desk housing a photograph of 
Nina with her family. He spots the bathroom 
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door handle laying on the floor and then 
catches a faint whiff of it - sulfur.  

“Where’s Nina?” he asks in earnest, 
knowing a malevolent force has been here.  

Imani hurriedly pulls herself together. 
It doesn’t take long to fill him in on what’s 
happened.  

Chogan confirms her connection to 
his tribe, Blackfoot, but warns against 
trusting Wu entirely. Someone in his 
position is nothing more than a tool, and in 
this instance, one that’s being wielded by a 
powerful demon.  

“What does it want from you?” Imani 
asks, trying not to freak out over the word 
demon being casually thrown out.  

“There are… stories,” Chogan 
carefully chooses his words. “About animals 
possessing supernatural powers and being 
able to pass those powers onto a person 
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through dreams. Wu’s demon overlord 
believes I have a power that he wants.” 

“Do you?” she asks him plainly.  
“All you need to know is that you’re 

safe with me.” Chogan’s lips spoke the words 
but his eyes affirmed it. “When we get down 
there, you’ll agree to nothing it asks for. 
Promise me?” 

“If Nina--” 

“You both get out alive if you do what 
I say. Promise me,” he insists. 

“What about Mr. Wu?” Imani asks, to 
Chogan’s surprise. 

“What about him?” 

“Is there a way to help him too? If he 
wasn’t lying about his daughter, if that’s 
really why he’s in this mess, then he’s just as 
much a victim as we are.” 

“You’re too kind, Imani,” Chogan 
shakes his head disagreeing. “That man 
made a choice, a desperate one, but he 
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knew what he was doing. Trying to help Wu 
sounds nice but his daughter could suffer for 
it. A deal’s a deal, which is why I need your 
word that you won’t make one.” 

“I promise.” 

They walk together down the hall in 
silence. It’s empty, but Imani feels stifled. 
Tension and a million and one unanswered 
questions crowd the air around her.  

They have no plan. She didn’t 
summon Chogan to make a trade. If 
anything they’re supposed to fight and slay 
the demon, not just walk into its trap.  

Trust me, Chogan’s only directions 
echo in her mind. She did, but to do what 
exactly. This was her best friend, her sister, 
being held hostage. She needed something 
concrete, something that screamed we will 
not fail.  
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As they step into an elevator, Chogan 
takes her hand. Imani presses the letter “B” 
and they head down.  

“Imani,” Chogan softly calls her. 
“Yes.” 

“Your nails are seconds from breaking 
through my skin.” Imani lets go of his hand. 
She hadn’t realized she was gripping onto it 
for dear life. “We’re going to get her back,” 
Chogan assures her.   

Imani looks up at him. His hair hangs 
loose about his shoulders. In the rush to 
figure things out she hadn’t really taken in 
his appearance. A sweater hangs over his 
broad shoulders. Jeans and leather boots 
round out his ensemble. Still handsome.   

The elevator dings and her moment 
of reverie dissipates with the opening of the 
doors. Chogan risks holding her hand once 
again as they step out into a dark hallway. 
Most rooms are locked as the school’s not 
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officially back in session. A sole light at the 
end of the hallway beckons them. 

They pass a gym and yoga room, 
before entering into a cluttered storage area. 
Spiderwebs, dust, and broken gym 
equipment compete for space. An old 
chalkboard laden with profanity is propped 
up against the wall. Imani reckons a pissed 
off janitor must’ve been venting. Their 
sentiments, however, mirror exactly how 
she feels seeing her best friend tied to a 
chair in the middle of the room.  

Nina’s eyes bulge seeing them walking 
towards her. The gag in her mouth muffles 
her screams. She twists in the chair but is 
solidly locked down.   

Mr. Wu appears, as if from nowhere, 
out of a dark corner of the room - only it’s 
not Mr. Wu. The pupils of his eyes are 
completely whited out. A crimson aura 
wisps around him like fog hovering above a 
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lake. He’s possessed and the demon inside 
him is smiling right at Chogan.  

Chogan’s stance doesn’t falter as the 
demon slinks closer. If it’s just a mask of 
bravery, it’s a flawless one.  

Imani’s on the other hand has several 
cracks and they’re all showing. She catches 
the scent of sulfur. This thing has been in 
her room. 

The demon is methodical as it looks 
over its prey. It inhales deeply, loudly 
enough for all to hear, taking in the scent of 
Chogan’s hair. It smiles, satisfied.  

“Thunder before the lightning,” the 
demon speaks using Mr. Wu’s voice.  

Thunder, the word strikes a chord in 
Imani’s mind. For a short time, she’d been 
obsessed with trying to find the truth about 
who Chogan really was. Without any bread 
crumbs to follow she turned to the only 
sources readily available, Google and 
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Youtube University; you can learn just about 
anything on there. How accurate the 
information was, however, could be 
debated. 

Myths and legends surrounding 
Native tribes were plenty. There were 
creation stories, their own breed of 
boogeymen, clan powers, and sacred 
animals; one of which was the Thunder Bird. 
An enormous creature with a human form 
that was invoked as a guardian spirit.  

If Chogan possessed such power, 
she’s certain turning him into a frog would 
have been no easy feat. Surely he wouldn’t 
have needed her to break the spell either. In 
Greek mythology gods mated with humans 
giving birth to demigods - maybe that’s what 
he is.  

The demon inside Wu calmly speaks 
again. His tone drips with honey, but his 
words are a bitter pill to swallow, 
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“Surrender and they go free. Resist and I kill 
them both.”  

Chogan looks the demon squarely in 
the eyes, “I’ll surrender but only if they all 
go free, including the old man. If you need a 
host, take me.” 

“No tricks,” the demon warns Chogan 
with a sternly pointed finger. “Become a 
willing vessel and I will free the girls and 
cancel Wu’s contract.” 

“We have a deal,” Chogan readily 
agrees, much to Imani’s disbelief.  

  The binding holding Nina 
immediately falls away. She rips the gag 
from her mouth and sprints into Imani’s 
arms.  

“Go,” Chogan tells them, but Imani is 
hesitant to leave him behind. However 
warm-hearted the gesture, it’s 
unappreciated. “Go!” Chogan yells, this time 
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grabbing Imani’s arm and forcing her 
towards the door. “Run!” 

Nina takes the lead, pulling Imani 
along. The door instantly slams shut behind 
them. 

“We can’t just leave him,” Imani 
protests.  

The door suddenly opens and Wu 
runs out in a full sprint. “Move! Move! 
Move!” 

This time Imani listens. The three of 
them high tail it down the basement hall. 
Bypassing the elevator they spill into the 
stairwell. They make haste going up the 
stairs two at a time.  

The trio retreats into the main lobby 
headed for the front door just as earth-
shaking thunder booms in the sky. They 
drop to the ground terrified the building is 
about to cave in. A few others, campus 
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security, and unwitting students hit the deck 
as well.  

The sky turns dark and angry before 
their eyes. Through the lobby’s glass doors, 
they see a heavy thunderstorm erupt.  

Imani watches in awe and terror as 
the clouds move in sweeping formations 
she’s never seen. The storm lasts less than a 
minute before the blue of the day returns.  

They get to their feet. Around them, 
people rush outside for a closer look at the 
heavens.  

“Who is he, really?” Imani asks Mr. 
Wu, the three of them the only ones left 
inside. 

“That’s for him to say,” he answers to 
her disappointment. “Chogan told me to tell 
you not to worry. He has a plan and this 
time…,” Wu lifts the chain around Imani’s 
neck. The piece of tourmaline is missing. 
“He’ll be in touch if he needs help.” 
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“Imani,” Nina calls her.  
Words aren’t needed as their eyes 

lock onto one another. They hug, terrified to 
let go. Relief filled tears stream down their 
faces.  

Wu, too, can’t help his emotions 
getting the best of him. He’s free. He can 
actually feel it. He looks down at his shadow 
cast by the sunlight. It’s no longer a minion 
from the underworld trailing him. He bids 
the girls a speedy farewell. 

Back in their dorm room, Nina 
explains that her amulet protected her from 
being possessed. The demon tried to take 
her over while she was on the phone. 

Imani’s head drops. She’ll forever be 
sorry.  

“There’s nothing you could have 
done,” Nina tells her. “Everything happened 
in the blink of an eye. One second I was 
here, then I was tied to a chair. I don’t even 
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remember being taken, just that smell all 
over me.” Nina spots pieces of the ceramic 
frog all over the floor. “I thought you were 
supposed to kiss it, not kill it.” 

“I did both and thankfully he came.”  
Nina pulls a shoebox from under her 

bed. “I can’t believe I’m actually going to use 
this.” She flips it open. Her grandmother has 
equipped her with a few basic essentials. 
Nina pulls out a sage bundle. “The window 
please, don’t want to set off the fire alarm.” 

Imani opens the window as Nina sets 
about cleansing their place with prayer and 
burning sage. Her eyes watch the heavens as 
she leans against the windowsill. The storm 
has passed, but now she’s waiting, hoping 
even, for the sound of thunder.  

THE END 
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